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Dedicated to all the December babies 

  

 



Slow Me Down 
(A found poem, lifted from the pages of “Walking on Water” by 
Madeleine L’Engle) 

A covered bridge in autumn 

The silent dying of the green pie-apple tree 
Slow down and listen: 

 

the telling of stories around tribal fires 
the drawing of animals on the walls of caves 

the death of green in autumn –  
 
A recurrent ache in the heart of God 

Listen to the silence 
Slow me down 

 
Forced to smile, to write, 
the very vehemence: 

Stop and listen. 
 

Rebellious, I feel  
reluctant to think, I feel  
the presumption 

 
Slow me down, Lord. 

 

  



A prayer for the disillusioned idealist 
 
the earthbound acrobat whose grip  

failed to close at the reach, and in failing  
fell below the beginning. May this  

new view give grounding as grace.  
Let unexpected friendships replace  
pseudo-saviors – and false expectations  

yield to merciful humility –  
for Your Name’s sake 

Amen  
  



Praying for Sunny Piper 

 
Whom I have never met but  
Who still is my Facebook friend 
Who has a mind that is wounded 

Who posts another prayer request for 
What might be the twelfth time this month after 

What was for her an ecstatic mountaintop experience –  
What do we pray when we lean in to pray 

When she’s off her meds or simply 
When life presses in and she asks 
Why does it have to be so hard,  

Why if Jesus died for all my sins then 
How can I still feel their full weight and  

How would you carry it all and 
How do we pray? 
  



A prayer for one hit by a bus  
  

is a poem by the necessity of circumstance’s  

fractured nature, a poem for one I only know  

as sister never met this side of the other side  

we are always this close to glimpsing:  

Who can ever know when we might lose our way,  

when that proverbial bus comes sideways unseen  

and becomes less proverb than prophecy?  

From that point we live with reckless sincerity.  

Oh God, may we never use “breathless”  

in a figurative sense ever again. Where doctors  

with all their skills and pills and bedside manners  

fail, may words woven with empathy intervene.  

Where shards of painful memory still pierce,  

replace images with the soft pressure of a stranger  

holding holding holding for dear life.  

Amen.  

  

 

(Written for Karen Swallow Prior after she was hit by a bus.)  

  



The prayer you say at 3:15am  
  

when the world sleeps and you are  

trapped in a half-sleep horror-scape  

where you try to shout the Lord’s name  

as defense against darkness but if it gets  

past the held down lip tight air, it sounds  

more sigh than scream. This is that prayer  

you groan in your head, because  

there is no other way: Holy Spirit,  

Clear my mind of all that is evil  

Clear my heart of all that is evil  

Clear my soul of all that is evil  

Fill my mind with all that is you  

Fill my heart with all that is you  

Fill my soul with all that is you  

For the love of Jesus, empty me  

For the sake of Jesus, fill me  

In the name of Jesus,  

Amen  

  



A Prayer For An Offended World 
 
Where no one is left who  

in truth can say, “How could you?” 
with authority, without a trace of irony. 

Return to us our shock and shame. 
Relieve us of our need to blame. 
Receive our sacrifice of self. 

Let us begin again. 
Amen. 

  



How I Talk to God 
 
Coffee in one hand 
leaning in to share, listen: 
How I talk to God. 

 
“Momma, you’re special.” 

Three-year-old touches my 
cheek. 

How God talks to me. 
 
While driving I make 

lists: done, do, hope, love, 
hate, try. 

How I talk to God. 
 
Above the highway 

hawk: high, alone, free, 
focused. 

How God talks to me. 
 
Rash, impetuous 

chatter, followed by silence: 
How I talk to God. 

 

First, second, third, fourth 
chance to hear, then 
another: 

How God talks to me. 
 

Fetal position 
under flannel sheets, 

weeping 
How I talk to God. 
 

Moonlight on pillow 
tending to my open wounds 

How God talks to me. 
 
Pulling from my heap 

of words, the ones that 
mean yes: 

How I talk to God. 
 
Infinite connects 

with finite, without words: 
How God talks to me. 

  



Thank God for shirts 

(From when my son was four years old) 

I’m thankful for my son and his simple honest prayers, like this 

one he prayed with Kevin a few days ago: 

"Dear God, please help us. Amen." 

And this one over dinner the other night, after I started saying 
thanks for the food, and he interrupted with, “Don’t say Amen!” 
(which means he has more things he wants to say to God, 

because in his mind “Amen” is equivalent to “the end”). So he 
prayed this to finish our prayer: 

“Thank you, God, for our house … and for Mommy’s food and 
Sam’s food and for… our eyes and noses and … for our shirts.” 

Yes, indeed, thank God for shirts. I am thankful for those, too. 
They keep us covered up and decent and warm, like friends who 
take me in with radical acceptance, my brilliance as well as my 

bad jokes included. For their willingness to cover up my 
plainness, my goose bumps, and my indecencies – to give me 

another chance to be whole through their eyes, and ultimately 
whole indeed – I give thanks. 

For trust, for peace, for release, for laughter – I give thanks. 

I am thankful for an elastic understanding of permanence which 
frees me from desperate anxiety. For a resolve that I don’t need 

to make anything happen, because it has all already happened, 
and for an awareness that always is not counted in minutes but 
in moments – I give thanks. 

Thank you, God, for our shirts. Please help us. Amen. 

  



Benediction  
 
We will never have   
all that it takes,   
hence the miracle   

and the grace. 
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